
WRITE A SCHOOL LEAVING CERTIFICATE SAMPLE

primary school leaving certificate School Leaving Certificate, Secondary School, Primary Please make sure you have
MS Word or Photoshop installed on your.

Previously the certificate was tied with ribbon and was given to the student in rolled form. If you merely want
to translate proof of your school education or work experience and present it in a clear and understandable
form, you may want to try the europass. Visa As a graduate of a German School Abroad, you do not need the
approval of the respective foreign nationals' registration authority to obtain a study visa. Each company
decides at its own discretion which qualifications their candidates need. There is no international standard in
this regard. British Model: British Model British Model The European schools: International Baccalaureate
United States: A student has to pass a test in order to qualify for the certificate Australia: The requirements
differ as per the region Secondary School Leaving Certificate or High School Certificate The secondary school
leaving certificate signifies that a student has completed his basic level of education. The certificate, however,
does not ensure entry into a UK university Application for school leaving certificate Nowadays institutes or
schools have software systems. The certification used to be very large in size and the practice of getting the
certificate printed on the A4 paper was very uncommon. The student can collect the diploma at a later date. In
addition, you have to sign a training contract with a company. Automatically once a student completes his
education, the institute provides him the certificate. As the name indicates, the certificate is given to the
student who has graduated or has completed his high-level education. The certificate, however, does not
qualify the requirements of High school diploma College preparation: Awarded to the students whose grades
as well as the coursework qualifies the basic entrance requirements for universities that are public Certificate
of Attendance: Awarded to the students who meet the requirements pertaining to attendance for secondary
school, however, fail to meet the requirements related to graduation Minimal: Awarded to students meeting
minimum graduation requirements. The normal degree convocations which are held in different countries and
institutes of the world are a good example of how this certificate is given. The common practice today with
regards to certificates is that they are not offered on the graduation date. The certificate is awarded under the
Latin honors system Certificate of Completion: The certificate is awarded to the students who are disabled.
Some alternative names for school leaving certificates are: School leaving certificate High school diploma
certificate Senior certificate The eligibility criteria for attaining the school leaving certificate depends from
one institution to another. If you come from a country where a visa is required, you can take up employment in
Germany under facilitated conditions. School leaving Certificate Criteria As mentioned already different
countries and different educational systems have separate criteria for awarding the certificate. Criticism[ edit ]
Some educationalists in Nepal criticize the SLC exam by citing its irrelevance in the present context and say
that the test is neither standardized nor can it assess the capacity of Nepalese children. The points below
explain the criteria or requirements for attaining the school leaving certificate as per different countries or
systems. You only have to meet the general requirements for admission to the university or course of study.
Furthermore, some training programmes may have minimum age requirements. Click here German to find out
who is responsible for recognising your school certificates in Germany.


